Pictet North America Advisors

PICTET NORTH
AMERICA ADVISORS
Our sole mission is
to advise private
clients, families and
institutions in
the complex business
of managing
their wealth.
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A guide to wealth
management
It has been said that
creating a great
fortune requires
great boldness
and great caution.
Successful wealth
management equally
demands great skill
and dedication.
Choosing the right
investment advisor
to help you protect
and enhance your
wealth can be
difficult. This guide
sets out the factors
to consider when
making your choice.

No matter who you are or where your
wealth comes from, the role of an
investment advisor is the same: it is
to understand what you want to do
with your wealth and to help you
devise and implement a strategy to
achieve your objectives. Your advisor
will create an investment strategy
that allows you to realise your goals
in the shorter term, and in the long
term preserve and increase the value
of your wealth in line with your
personal objectives and ambitions.
The best advisors will tailor their
services to reflect the individual needs
of each client.
If you are an entrepreneur, for example, you are focused on building your
business and generating new opportunities. But you want to understand
how best to manage your wealth
as your priorities change. The right
advisor will help you define your
longer-term objectives and deploy your
wealth to support them without any
conflict of interest.
If you are a successful professional,
the demands on your time and
attention are relentless. You need an
advisor to ensure that your wealth
is well-managed by an expert who
appreciates the challenges and
opportunities of your profession.

With inherited wealth, you will need
to make choices regarding the use
of your wealth. Whether you intend
to use it, or preserve and increase it
for future generations, you need an
advisor to help you in dealing with
the demands placed on you and your
family. If you have fresh ideas for
managing your wealth, you may
want a receptive and experienced
investment advisor you can trust.
Pictet North America Advisors has
been created to meet those needs for
US nationals and taxpayers. Our core
values of independence, excellence,
integrity and respect have ensured that
our clients’ needs are the focus of all
our activities. We take a long-term
view in our investment philosophy,
and we recruit talented individuals
whom we intend to retain for decades.
In the following pages, we offer a guide
to the questions you should ask on
your journey towards choosing an
investment advisor, to help you
succeed in creating a valued and
durable partnership.

“Pictet North America Advisors has been
created to meet the needs of US nationals
and taxpayers.”
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Security

Ingredients for a peaceful mind
A business model focused on protecting and increasing your wealth;
a well-capitalised institution;
a proven track record in looking after
your assets; an approach that is
suitably risk-averse.
Pages 9 – 13

Your guide
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Planning

A financial map for your life
Successful investment is based on
a well-structured plan. Understanding
your objectives will help your advisor
fine-tune your portfolio with the types
of assets that will balance your
needs — for growth, for continuity and
for your goals in life.
Pages 15 – 21
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Relationship

Your own trusted advisor

International diversification

A close, long-term understanding of
your personal and financial circumstances, absolute discretion and access
An internationally diversified investment strategy requires an advisor with to a world of specialist expertise – these
characteristics allow your investment
a global outlook and a deep understanding of markets around the world advisor to add independent insight
and of the trends shaping the internato your thinking and bring new ideas
tional economy.
to your attention.
Pages 41– 45
Pages 33 – 39
A different perspective
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Investment
Putting your wealth to work
Begin with a sound plan, and then
decide on the approach you want to
take towards investing your wealth —
are you a hands-on or hands-off
investor? In either case, you should
seek to benefit from access to the
accumulated wisdom of some of the
world’s best asset managers.
Pages 23 – 31
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1
Security
Security is the
foundation
of all wealth
management
relationships and
the basis for a
lasting partnership
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Security
Financial
institutions once
seen as secure
sometimes
turn out to contain
many types
of embedded risk.
When choosing
an investment
advisor, there are
certain qualities you
should look for.

Financial stability
Many financial institutions were
shown to be inadequately capitalised
during the financial crisis that began
in 2007. You should look for independent confirmation of a bank’s
solidity, such as a rating by a respected
agency such as Moody’s or Fitch. An
‘AA’ rating is a sign that its balance
sheet is healthy.
Safe custody of your wealth
Investors have been shocked in recent
years to find that their advisors had
handed over their wealth to managers
who had not taken good care of it.
You should choose an investment
advisor able to demonstrate a long
and impeccable history of safeguarding
client assets in complete security. If
subcustodians are used to hold assets
in particular countries, they should
be rigorously scrutinised, carefully
selected and monitored on a daily basis.
Confidentiality
The most advanced standards of data
security to protect your privacy should
be a given in an investment advisor.
But a long-standing culture of
discretion in handling the affairs
of clients is also fundamental in
establishing the trust that is at the
heart of a successful wealth management partnership.
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A long-term approach
Public shareholders can be demanding and their interests may not be
aligned with your own. An investment
advisor which is part of a group with
no outside shareholders will be free
from pressure to pursue short-term
growth merely to satisfy the public
market. It has the independence to
focus on organic growth rather than
seeking expansion through mergers
and acquisitions.
Robust risk management
Investors can easily lose money if
their advisors place investments in
products whose risks are not made
explicit. If your advisor recommends
such a product to achieve a specific
investment goal, you should always
ask for an explanation of the real
risks involved. No advisor should
be tempted to increase revenues
by becoming involved in financial
schemes that are ‘too good to be true’.
Conflicts of interests
The sole focus of your investment
advisor should be to invest on your
behalf and in a transparent fashion.
While there are several ways to achieve
this alignment, an advisor which is
privately owned is probably the best
way to ensure that the decisions it
takes are in the best interests of you
as the client.
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Partnership with
Pictet North
America Advisors
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Pictet North America Advisors has
been created to help US investors
diversify their portfolios by giving
them access to Switzerland’s values
of professionalism and security.
Based in Geneva, one of the world’s
foremost financial centres for
private banking, we are able to offer
you Switzerland’s renowned asset
management expertise. Our investment capabilities span the globe,
and our international outlook
provides you with the know-how
needed to invest around the world.

Pictet North America Advisors

Since 2007, Pictet North America
Advisors has been registered as an
investment advisor with the US
Securities and Exchange Commission.
And despite being Geneva-based, our
staff keep in close contact with US
clients through frequent visits to the
US, as well as by telephone and email.

“We are
committed to
ensuring that
our relationship
with you is
founded on a
genuine and
long-lasting
partnership.”

Wealth management

Security

Planning

Although Pictet North America
Advisors is a separate company, it
is wholly owned by the Pictet Group,
one of Europe’s leading independent
wealth and asset managers. Since
its foundation in 1805, Pictet has
remained single-minded in its
mission to advise private clients,
families and institutions in the
complex business of protecting
and enhancing their wealth. Over
more than two centuries of sometimes stormy European history,
Pictet has grown organically into
a truly international asset management business.

Investment

International diversification

Switzerland, our home country, is
an ideal base for asset management.
Well-known for its political and
financial stability, it is top-ranked
by the World Economic Forum in
its Global Competitiveness Report
and has a highly educated workforce.
Perhaps because it is a small and
entrepreneurial country, Swiss
business leaders have always looked
outside their borders and have built
companies that are global leaders
in many industries. There is no
better country from which to plan
the global diversification of your
investment portfolio.

Relationship
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Planning
A financial plan
that is specific
to your needs
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Planning
Money is no more
than a means to an
end — the means to
achieve the lifestyle
you wish to enjoy.
To plan a strategy
that will meet your
aspirations, your
investment advisor
should go through
several steps.
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Assessing your resources
and your objectives.
Your investment advisor should draw
up a comprehensive list of your income
and wealth, and your future commitments. A thoroughly developed wealth
management plan must cover all
the financial aspects of your life: real
estate assets, tax position, succession
plans, life insurance policies, pension
provisions, etc. Your advisor will then
want to know about your aspirations
in life — and if you are an entrepreneur,
your business plans.

Pictet North America Advisors

Mapping your objectives
to your resources.
Using this information, your advisor
should divide your wealth into different categories to meet your distinct
needs. A part must be readily available
to maintain your lifestyle now —
this financing capital should be
deployed largely in low-risk investments. A part of your wealth should
be considered as reserve capital for
use later in life, using medium-risk
investments to increase its value over
the longer term. Wealth in excess of
these needs is your surplus capital,
which can be invested more flexibly
in higher-risk investments for the
opportunity of higher returns. This
analysis will define the maximum
level of risk you should take to achieve
your objectives.

Probing your attitude to risk.
Your advisor should then discuss
with you how much risk you are
willing to take in the management
of your wealth. Your risk tolerance
will influence the proportions of
your wealth allocated to the three
categories of capital: for example, if
you prefer to avoid risk, more of your
wealth may have to be allocated
to finance and reserve capital, leaving
less for surplus capital.

Wealth management

Security
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Recommending your strategic
asset allocation.
The investment plan should conclude
by recommending how you should
divide your wealth between various
asset classes to meet your changing
needs in the short term while helping
you achieve your primary objective
of lasting financial independence.

Investment

International diversification

Relationship

“An investment
strategy should
maintain your
current lifestyle
and preserve
your financial
independence.”
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Investment advice
you can trust

Achieving your investment goals
involves more than just managing
financial assets. Pictet North
America Advisors puts the specific
needs of clients at the heart of our
investment process.

Once we understand your investment
objectives, we probe your attitude
to risk. Your risk tolerance will partly
depend on your needs, which may
include maintaining your lifestyle
now, preserving capital for use later
in life and investing wealth in excess
of those needs to seek opportunities
for high returns. But it will also
depend on your personal attitude to
risk, to ensure that you are comfortable with the investment decisions
we recommend.

When preparing our investment
advice, we start by establishing a clear
understanding of your personal,
professional and financial situation.
A carefully thought-through strategy,
with adequate inheritance planning
and asset protection, can enhance
solid results from investment manage- Finally, we analyse the investment
ment. If necessary, we can put you
constraints that apply to you.
in touch with relevant specialists to
These will include:
ensure that your investment strategy
•	Your liquidity needs — the
is built on firm foundations.
proportion of your investment that
you wish to keep readily available

• Investment horizon — your

timetable for realising your investment objectives

2
Risk
tolerance

• Legal constraints — which may

depend on your country of residence
or the purposes for which you
are investing

•	Reference currency — your portfolio
INVESTMENT
OBJECTIVES

1
Return

INVESTMENT POLICY
AND STRATEGY

7
Specific
preferences
6
Reference
currency
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5
Legal
constraints

Pictet North America Advisors

3
Liquidity
needs
4
Time
horizon

INVESTMENT
CONSTRAINTS

can be denominated in US dollars
or other currencies of your choice
such as the euro or Swiss franc

•	Specific preferences — for

example, to invest in particular
regions, countries, industries
or asset classes.

Once we have considered all these
factors, a personalised investment
plan is drawn up, balancing
your return objectives against your
investment constraints.
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The distinguishing
feature of the Pictet
approach is the
depth and breadth of
planning before we
implement a wealth
management strategy.

Managing wealth is much more than
the management of a portfolio of
investments. Through our wealth
management process we assess your
needs and objectives, prepare a financial
plan to achieve them, implement the
strategy, manage your assets, and
through our wealth management
process we assess your needs and
objectives, prepare a financial plan
to achieve them, implement the
strategy and manage your assets.
Plan
We begin by drawing up a clear and
exhaustive definition of what you
hope to achieve now and what you
hope to achieve over your lifetime.
On this foundation we create
a financial plan which summarises
the level of risk you should take,
lays out a well-defined strategic asset
allocation and draws up a financial
road map. This plan will be based
on conservative growth assumptions
and a realistic assessment of your
income and expenditure over the
course of your life.

Implement
Our role in implementing this plan
will depend on how much you wish to
be involved in the investment process.
If you prefer to delegate this role to
us, we will select investments from the
full range of asset classes, countries
and regions to create your portfolio of
securities and other financial vehicles.
In managing your wealth, we will
draw on the expertise of our most
senior investment specialists and
financial analysts. We select only
those we consider the best investment
managers who will look for the
best investment products, whether
they are our own or those of other
institutions.
Whether you delegate the implementation to us or manage your own
investments, you will have access to
our Group’s first-class execution
services. When we have investment
discretion over your assets, we will
carefully monitor your portfolio on
a regular basis. You may specify the
frequency and detail with which you
want to receive reports, so you can
verify that your investments continue
to meet your requirements.
Control
Finally, we will review your circumstances and your investments with
you year-on-year so that your strategy
can be changed if necessary. The better
we understand each other, the more
efficiently we will be able to respond
to your requirements.
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Investment
Putting your
wealth to work

23

The investment
partnership
You can delegate
the management
of your wealth to
your investment
advisor or you
can make all the
decisions yourself,
drawing on your
advisor’s advice
and services.
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Discretionary mandates can be
classic mandates which invest according to specific investment grids, or
special mandates with a tailored
or themed approach. Your plan will
be put into effect by your advisor,
whose investment managers should
select appropriate investment funds or
stocks to achieve your objectives. This
choice demands the least intervention from you, leaving most of the
work to the investment advisor. It also
means you can sleep soundly, knowing that an expert will be managing
your investments.

“Your portfolio
should be
regularly reviewed
along with your
objectives so that
the strategy can be
adapted as your
needs evolve.”

Wealth management

Security

Planning

An integral part of the investment
process is control and reporting.
Your advisor should ensure that
decisions comply with your investment constraints, measure the
performance of your portfolio and
identify deviations in asset allocation
caused by market movements to
keep your investment plan on track.
Finally, your portfolio should be
regularly reviewed along with your
objectives so that the strategy can
be adapted as your needs evolve.

Investment

International diversification

Non-discretionary mandates are
designed for people who want a more
active involvement in the investment
and management of their wealth.
You will take responsibility for implementing your plan, in partnership
with your investment advisor. You
will decide on your investments, but
you should be able to draw on the
advisor’s ideas and suggestions for
your portfolio, and for individual
stocks. You should also have access
to your advisor’s research on asset
classes and individual investments
and should expect to have support
in assessing whether they are likely
to meet your objectives. While you are
making decisions, you should be able
to consult the advisor as frequently as
you require — daily if you choose.

Relationship
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Our investment
philosophy

To manage wealth successfully, an
effective investment philosophy must
be built on lasting values. At Pictet
North America Advisors, our core
values are independence, excellence,
integrity and respect — values that
have stood the test of time.
Independence enables us to evaluate
all kinds of investment opinion freely,
and to use entirely objective research
in formulating our recommendations.
Excellence is achieved by attracting
high-quality and experienced individuals who are adaptable to change.
Integrity is demonstrated through
our total dedication to our clients,
ensuring that we act in your interests
at all times. Respect for you is
reflected by an investment process that
is realistic, transparent and focused on
your wealth management objectives.

These values are translated into
an investment philosophy with the
following cornerstones:
Understanding your needs is the
very first step in providing you with
advice on investments that will achieve
your objectives and which you will
feel comfortable with under all market
conditions. Your needs will be reviewed
at regular intervals.
High-quality advice from seasoned
professionals with solid investment
backgrounds. They understand the
importance of emotions as well as
reason in formulating wealth management strategies.
Open and objective selection of the
right investments for your needs,
reaching decisions through a rigorous
investment process with complete
transparency. We retain absolute independence in our investment decisions
and product selection.
Sustainable investment returns are
the objective of our recommendations,
with investments chosen through
a robust asset allocation process and
efficient portfolio construction that
optimises tax and legal issues. We
will not recommend to you any investment that we would not choose for our
own portfolios.
Solid risk management through
a deep understanding of risks, appropriate portfolio diversification, accurate
and timely monitoring, and processes
that make decision-makers accountable for managing risk.
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“The practical
arrangements
for implementing
your investment
strategy are
critical to
its success.”

Our investment
process

Pictet North America Advisors has
a strong and transparent structure
for making investment decisions.
Overseeing the process is the Board
of Directors, which meets twice
a year. The Board defines our longterm investment strategy and
identifies new trends such as the
growth of alternative asset classes.
The Investment Committee meets
monthly to reassess the long-term
strategy in the light of developments
and to identify tactical opportunities.
Led by our Chief Investment Officer,
it makes any decisions deemed
necessary in the asset allocations for
the different mandates. More frequent
meetings can be held to review the
market environment and to decide
whether the allocation needs to be
fine-tuned.
For Advisory services, our investment
advisors will offer their clients ideas
and new products if desired. And our
daily bulletin draws on the previous
day’s trading in the world’s markets to
keep clients abreast of developments.

BOARD OF
DIRECTORS
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Our investment
principles
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Our fundamental belief is that
markets and stocks often depart
from fair value, and that we are able
to exploit those differences profitably.
We try to avoid the consensus, without
being unthinking contrarians. The
size of our active positions reflects the
strength of our convictions and we
believe that consistent good performance comes from diversification
and a broad range of research inputs.
While we value harmony, we have
a preference for intellectual debate
over consensus, and an aversion to
compromise on key principles.

Pictet North America Advisors

Our approach always starts with asset
allocation, which is the proven main
driver of performance. We deploy
all necessary resources to identify
and capture trends that will affect
markets, whether they are cyclical
or secular trends.
Our risk management is founded
on a framework in which investment
managers can confidently allocate
active risk according to expected
return, whatever the strategy. Our
multi-factor risk models allow equity
managers to identify the risk contributed by each element of the portfolio, whether by region, country, sector
or security. Our bond managers can
analyse risk by duration, yield curve,
foreign exchange exposure and credit
ratings. All managers manage risk.

“Pictet North
America Advisors
aims to add
value consistently
for our clients
through superior
risk-adjusted
returns solidly
grounded on
our own expertise,
accompanied by
first-class
client service.”

Our business decisions must pass
one simple test: do they improve the
quality of our investment advice?
Investment managers are expected
to stick to their styles even at the
expense of new business. While we
need to be able to manage growth,
excessive product variety ultimately
damages our performance. We only
take risks that we understand: we will
not pursue new business regardless
of the cost to existing clients.
Above all, we believe in the pursuit
of excellence in all that we do.
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4
International
diversification
A different
perspective and
a global offering
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International
diversification
A globally
diversified investment
strategy can add
significant value
to your wealth,
but it is not always
easy to achieve —
especially for US
investors. Successful
diversification requires
special qualities
in an advisor.

34

A truly global perspective is needed
to devise and execute a successful
international diversification strategy. US investment advisors are
often — and understandably — focused
on their domestic market, the world’s
largest. But diversification requires
the selection of non-US securities in
Europe, Asia and the emerging markets.
A successful advisor should combine
an international outlook with a deep
understanding of markets around
the world and of the trends shaping
the global economy. It also needs
expertise in foreign exchange trading
in order to manage exposure to currencies as a hedge against the US dollar.
High quality international
brokerage services are required for
execution and settlement across the
full range of tradable asset services.
Your advisor needs access to stock
exchanges in the largest global markets,
as well as trading desks in all types
of fixed-income securities and in the
foreign exchange markets. It is also
important that your advisor has the
scale in brokerage services needed
to execute trades for large diversified
portfolios in the main time zones.

Pictet North America Advisors

Global custody services will help
investors to manage a globally diversified portfolio securely and efficiently.
A global custodian can also safeguard
your assets around the world which
are otherwise held by custodians in
the country where you invest. And
by handling all aspects of international
asset ownership, it will help reduce
your administration costs.
Reporting services should be able
to provide you with timely financial
reports to manage your portfolio, allow
you to monitor performance and help
you take informed decisions about your
international investment strategy.
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Our diversified
global perspective

To understand what makes Pictet
North America Advisors unique, it
is useful to remember where we have
come from. The Pictet Group was
established in 1805 in a pure Swiss
tradition. From the outset, it has
focused solely on managing the wealth
of private individuals and institutional investors.
Switzerland is a small country
surrounded by larger and historically
fractious countries. From that perspective it has always been obvious that
risks and opportunities can be found
beyond the Swiss border. This
makes us very receptive and sensitive
to international developments.
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Relative to its size, Switzerland
is a large financial centre. But it
is nonetheless critical for us to
understand — and to be in a position
to profit from — markets in other
countries, ranging from bonds and
equities to currencies. Most asset
managers typically avoid such markets
in the name of caution, but we
offer a mandate dedicated mainly
to those markets.

And because of the Pictet Group’s
global footprint, we have an international presence that allows us to get
a good sense of what is going on in the
world, helping us to find a different
angle. We see the world as it is seen
by other investors abroad instead of
being limited by cultural blinkers.
We therefore often feel that because
we are not located on Wall Street,
our perspective on geopolitical as well
macroeconomic risks and opportunities
is different from that of our large
global competitors.

This is important, because while
markets are global, perception and
interpretation are heavily influenced,
sometimes unconsciously, by culture
and heritage. International investing
has always been and still is at the
core of what we do, supported by the
traditional Swiss private banking
values of capital preservation and
wealth transmission.

When it comes to decision-making,
the wealth preservation philosophy
encourages us to wait for confirmation
of developments, rather than trying
to guess long in advance of them. This
helps us avoid being sidetracked by
short-term market volatility, so that
most of our investments are held for
the long term — which improves
after-tax returns. There are, of course,
short-term opportunities in markets
and we act to profit from them, but in
most cases this will be on the margin.
Our independence, continuity and
long-term perspective are the characteristics that make Pictet different,
and they have helped our clients to
prosper over more than two centuries.
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Access to the
Pictet Group’s
world-class
custody services

Pictet’s global custody services,
consistently top-ranked in international surveys, are available to our
clients. They cover 85 countries worldwide — almost every country with
a stock exchange. When sub-custodians
are appointed to hold assets in
particular countries, they are chosen
only after rigorous scrutiny and
careful selection, and monitored on
a daily basis.
The core global custody services
offered by Pictet include collecting
income, settling trades, and other
corporate actions. Taxes levied at
source and withholding taxes will
be reclaimed where possible and
your cash will be managed actively.
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Appointing Pictet as global custodian
simplifies the safeguarding of your
assets which are otherwise held by
custodians in the countries where
you invest. Regulated in Switzerland,
Pictet’s global custody services offer
a truly personalised service based on the
highest standards of ethics and quality.
Reporting services
Pictet’s global custody services include
comprehensive, tailor-made financial
reports that help you to control your
assets and take informed decisions
at the right time. The data collected
allow you to monitor the value of
your wealth, manage risk and change
strategy where appropriate. Pictet’s
reporting services can also assist in
reporting to the tax authorities and
other regulatory bodies as required.
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5
Relationship
Your own
trusted advisor
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Relationship
Discernment and
sensitivity are
essential qualities
in establishing a
genuine partnership.
A close and longlasting relationship
must have certain
other qualities.

Continuity. The longer you work
with an investment advisor, the closer
the relationship will become. You
should expect to talk to the same
advisor for years or even decades,
building up the deep mutual understanding needed for a successful
wealth management relationship.
Alignment of interest. Your investment
advisor should place your interests at
the centre of every decision.
Insight. Your partner should be an
individual who can help you think
through your ideas and offer fresh
proposals. An investment advisor
should become a trusted partner
with whom you can freely debate
your intentions.
Unlimited access. Your investment
advisor will be the person who
understands your needs and your
objectives, but should also be able
to call on experts when you need
specialist advice.
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A trusted source of information.
You should receive reports on your
portfolio as often as you wish and
in the form that you need. You should
also have access to information on
economic and market trends, so that
you can — in partnership with your
investment advisor — assess their impact
on your wealth.
A ready listener. Your investment
advisor should be the person who
can help you to analyse the implications of any change in your circumstances and requirements — and
adjust your wealth management
strategy accordingly.
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A Swiss-based
SEC-registered
investment
advisor

As a Swiss-based SEC-registered
investment advisor, Pictet North
America Advisors offers US nationals
and taxpayers unique access to the
expertise of the Pictet Group. Founded
more than 200 years ago, our parent
company ranks as one of Europe’s
leading independent wealth and
asset managers. Even though it now
has a worldwide presence and a global
perspective, Pictet retains the characteristics that have helped clients to
prosper over two centuries.
The most important of these are the
continuity and independence created
by a partnership of owner-managers
who are responsible for the strategic
management and oversight of the
Group. Since 1805, Pictet has focused
solely on managing the wealth of
private individuals, families and
institutional investors. It does not
engage in any form of investment
banking, and nor does it extend any
commercial loans.
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Pictet North America Advisors has
been set up with the same philosophy
and culture and is committed to
upholding them for US clients. As
a trusted and lasting partner, we are
well-placed to take care of all aspects
of your wealth management. From
architecture to investment, through
to execution, all services for wealthy
investors are gathered under one roof.
We look forward to working with you
in a long-lasting partnership which
will always put your individual needs
at the centre of our endeavours.

Relationship
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Disclaimer
This document is issued by Pictet North America Advisors
SA (PNAA), a Swiss entity registered as an Investment
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This document is not directed to or intended for distribution to or use by any person or entity who is a citizen or
resident of, or located in, any locality, state, country or other
jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation.
PNAA accepts no liability for any loss arising from the use
of this document. The contents of this document are for
information purposes only.
All rights reserved.
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